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Even though the pandemic has continued into the New Year and some future planning will naturally
need to go on hold for a while, making daily and weekly plans will impose a structure that will help to
deal with the current uncertainty. Here are some top tips to help you get started:

Setting Your Goals

Practising Discipline

Intention

Keep goals realistic to the current

Commit to a goal for 21 days so

Having a clear purpose & being

situation & also be prepared to be

that it becomes a habit & then

intentional about taking action

flexible - don't set yourself up with continue for another 90 days.

on goals that are most important

something unachievable.

to you means that you are more
Set your Priorities: Prioritise & re-

Identify your goal/s

prioritise as you move through the

How passionate do you feel

week. Eat your frog - do the

likely to embrace them.
In the short-term, focus on goals

about it/them on a scale of 1-10 difficult task first.

that will have a positive impact

(10 = super excited)?

on your wellbeing - physical &

Anything less than an 8/10 -

Create Structure: Have a regular

revisit as the likelihood is you

routine. Plan your day & week out

psychological.

won't see it/them through

- create your ideal day.

How will you stick to it/them?

Time-blocking: block regular time

What will I let go of?

What will make you want to

out in your schedule for

What am I grateful for?

take accountability for

important tasks, including breaks

What will I focus on?

achieving it/them?

& exercise.

What support do you have?

Time-batching: take an hour,

goals align to your values and

What support do you need?

chunk tasks into 20 minutes

what you are really passionate

What might get in your way?

action actions & 5 minutes quick

about?

What strategy can you use to

tasks.

Each day, ask yourself:

Do your medium-longer term

overcome any obstacles?
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Here is a selection of highlights from the other blogs I wrote during January. The full blogs are available
on my website - each one includes some useful references and self-reflective exercises.

Adopting A Fearless Mindset

Be Your Own Life Coach

Fear of failure is often a prime

Disruption uproots and changes

concern but it doesn’t present

how we think, behave, learn and

Do you notice times when your

itself initially. It seems that we

go about our day-to-day.

inner voice is being overly

Turn Your Inner Voice From
Critic To Coach

are still uncomfortable with

critical? Does it cause action

owning failure as it continues to

if we are able to approach

carry a negative connotation.

disruption with more of a growth

paralysis?

mindset then we are more readily

Whilst our inner critic plays an

Until we can identify our real

able to embrace challenges and

important role in recognising

prime concern, we can’t get to

persist in the face of setbacks.

when something has gone wrong
and what we need to do about it,

the root cause in order to move
forward.
Strategies covered include:

As a result, we have more control

sometimes it can drown out our

over pursuing what we want to

other important nurturing voice.

achieve and can develop
appropriate strategies to continue

Reframing success

Strategies covered include:

to move forward.
Irrational v Rational thinking

Viewing negative feedback as
an opportunity for learning &

Strategies covered include:

Temporal distancing; a
mental Tardis

improving
Operating from a resourceful

2020 Audit

Time Line Therapy Technique

state

Reflection

- gathering positive learnings

The power of 'yet'

Wheel of Life

& eliminating negative

The F.E.A.R. model

Developing new habits

emotions

What are you telling yourself?

2021 breakthrough goal
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